Taurus 2000

A good car that suffers a bad rap. Problem is, in the hotly contested midsize family sedan
segment, good isn't good enough. It's like the WWF, but for cars. The goal? To earn the title of
No. You know that each company's marketing department can barely contain itself over the
chance to call its respective car the "best-selling car in America! In hopes of putting the Taurus
on top for , Ford put its main contender through the automotive equivalent of a Tae-Bo class,
endowing it with better safety, styling, power and suspension. Topping the safety list is Ford's
Personal Safety System. It's a collection of components that allows the car to more fully
understand the nature of a crash and factors in whether or not the seatbelts are in use. With the
system, the dual-stage airbags inflate at two different rates, depending on the situation.
Additionally, safety belts are equipped with pre-tensioners that are designed to help reduce the
risk of force-related injuries in a crash. Taurus also becomes the first car in North America to
offer power-adjustable brake and accelerator pedals, allowing drivers of smaller stature to move
the pedals toward their feet rather than moving the seat too close to the steering wheel. The
styling changes are a welcome improvement. All exterior panels on the Taurus are new with the
exception of the doors. The grille opening is wider to give the car a larger, more substantial
front-end appearance. Headlamps are larger and 20 percent brighter. Additional changes add
headroom and a bit of cargo room to an interior that already received high marks from us. Ford
says the chassis has been revised to give a smoother ride without adversely affecting handling.
The company also says steering and alignment refinements give Taurus better on-center feel
and directional stability. Larger inch tires and wheels are standard. The Taurus powertrains
have been refined to increase power, improve midrange torque and reduce NVH. The Vulcan
and Duratec V6s now generate and horsepower, respectively. Transmissions have been
updated for smoother shifting. The Taurus has always been a good value. Will the changes to
styling, safety, horsepower and handling be enough to pin the Accord and Camry to the mat for
a three-count? You, the consumer, will be the one to make that final decision. Automotive
historians are already placing Ford's original Taurus among the industry's benchmark cars. The
model broke new ground with a softly sculpted, aero-look design amid an era of boxy,
cookie-cutter automobiles. By the beginning of the decade Taurus was an established
bestseller, and -- behind a fairly functional and competent platform and a successful freshening
in -- Ford's bread-and-butter family sedan rode a wave of popularity that lasted a surprising 10
years. But then came the redesign, and Taurus soon fell from its lofty perch atop the
family-sedan world like a rock to the bottom of a pond. The blue-oval stylists had used oval
shapes and curves in an attempt to reinvent the Taurus, but some say the designers just went
too far. Even the instrument panel, rear glass and taillights carried an oval theme. Many
observers thought the Taurus' sideswept, oval headlamps and low, oval grille opening made the
car look like a giant fish. But a good many other people -- us included -- found more fault with
the car itself than with its fish-faced facade. Enter the redesigned Ford Taurus, with an all-new
look and an all-new direction. For the first time since its introduction, Taurus has traded-in its
trend-setting styling mantle for a cutting-edge safety theme, following in the footsteps of the old
Ford marketing campaign of the s. More importantly, Ford engineers also chased improvements
in such areas as interior roominess and comfort, trunk space, driveline performance, and ride
and handling, as well as build quality and durability. The end result is a vastly better car that
also happens to be better looking. While we give Ford credit for trying to be innovative with the
design of the Taurus you'll never hit a home run unless you swing for the fences , one look at
the car will tell you that its exterior styling wasn't meant to set the world on edge. Not an
earth-shattering new shape, mind you, but certainly not some offensive aquatic anomaly, either.
Exchanging its old, rolling curves for some new creases, the Taurus touts contemporary sedan
styling with a rakish stance, set off by angular clear-lens headlamps and large taillamps. Only
the windshield, side glass and doors are carryover, meaning all the rest of the sheetmetal is
new, including a revamped roof with a rectangular rear window that provides nearly a 2-inch
improvement in rear headroom and better air management for NASCAR racers, too, no doubt.
The new hood is higher at both the front and the cowl, where a taller back edge helps reduce
wind noise and direct more air and water over the wipers. A wider grille opening allows more
fresh air into the engine compartment. Out back, the new decklid is some 4 inches higher at the
rear edge, and its opening width is increased 2 inches. Trunk capacity is up 1. New front and
rear fascias flow into flared front and rear fenders to help accentuate the larger wheels and
tires. Ford also retuned the suspension with new front geometry, improved roll control and
revised spring rates and rear strut valving for a plusher, less twitchy ride quality. After barely a
minute behind the wheel of the new Taurus, we immediately noticed two changes that make a
significant difference in overall driving enjoyment. First was the revamped steering, which
delivers more precision and vastly improved on-center road feel. With new pump valving, a
pulse suppressor and a healthier boost curve, the power steering had no difficulty keeping up

with abrupt driver inputs, even along some twisty two-lane back roads that we drove in and
around Charlottesville, Va. The other was the increased power and torque in both V6 engines,
with improved transaxle performance. Thanks to a retuned intake manifold, revised camshaft
profiles and lighter-weight valves, the standard Vulcan 3. Midrange acceleration is more
satisfying, and so is the reduction in noise, vibration and harshness NVH and better
sound-deadening that keeps engine roar to a minimum. Even more refinement went into the
four-valve Duratec 3. We weren't fond of the lack of smoothness and low-end grunt in last year's
version, and were eager to try out the improved Duratec to see if it still needed to be revved
hard to make power. While we can report an improvement in performance feel from this engine,
our short time with it can't quite trace it to the gains in NVH or the vastly improved transmission
shift quality. What we're certain of is that the Duratec motor feels and sounds more refined
under full- throttle starts, and much of that has to do with its reworked "tumble-port"
combustion system and a new air pickup that delivers colder air with reduced noise. The engine
block itself has been stiffened and yet weighs some 30 pounds less, thanks to composite cam
covers and intake manifold as well as a fabricated-steel right exhaust manifold that reduces
assembly complexity. Ford engineers told us that the improved manifold allows the use of a
single exhaust system that has the same back-pressure as the previous dual-exhaust setup.
Even the engine mounts have been redesigned to dial out vibration. Perhaps our biggest
complaint about the previous Taurus was the often-delayed and rather harsh downshifts
provided by its four-speed overdrive transmissions. In cars equipped with the Duratec V6, the
transaxles seemed to constantly hunt between gears as we tried to find a responsive portion of
the engine's powerband. Engineers responded with several enhancements designed to improve
shift quality, and from our drive they appear to have succeeded. Shift scheduling has been
refined by the use of adaptive shift control programming that employs a digital range selector.
Other efforts went into bolstering durability, which had been a warranty issue with some
owners. Inside, a cleaner, more functional interior greets passengers without the goofy,
football-shaped center stack from the previous model. Headroom both front and rear is
noticeably improved, while the redesigned dashboard and buttons make audio and climate
controls more intuitive. Better stowage space and cupholders, additional power points,
upgraded cloth and carpeting and much better-looking trim materials help us forget the
low-buck, rental-car look of last year's base car. And the Taurus is the first American
automobile to offer power-adjustable accelerator and brake pedals. The whole assembly can
move toward the driver 3 inches so that those short in stature don't have to sit so close to the
steering wheel to reach the pedals. We liked other detail differences in the new Taurus' interior,
such as the barrel-style air registers, beefier headrests, extra map pockets, thick four-spoke
steering wheel and ergonomically designed door pulls with an extra-soft covering. And even the
front seat's flip-up center bottom cushion that reveals the front storage compartments and
cupholders has been revamped so that it folds flat to the floor rather than block the center
stack, like before. Our only disappointment was with the seats, which could have offered more
comfort and support for those of us whose backsides support a pound frame. No, we didn't
forget all the safety stuff that is dominating the headlines about the new Taurus. We mention it
only now because despite all the hype over the model, last year's Taurus was a pretty safe car
to begin with. Just what is PSS? It's the name Ford gives to the various safety systems used in
the Taurus. It combines dual-stage inflating airbags with crash-severity, front-seat safety-belt
usage and driver seat-position sensors -- all linked together to determine the energy level of
airbag deployments during frontal collisions. The system also uses front seatbelt
pre-tensioners and energy management retractors, and offers as an option the availability of
front-seat, side airbags that deploy independently during side impacts. Ford also touts
improvements to the braking system, and the fact that all-speed traction control combined with
ABS is available for the first time in But brakes have never been a Ford strong suit, and it looks
like will be no different. Cost-saving measures shouldn't involve skipping the use of the best
brake hardware available. An SE Wagon is also available, albeit with the previous wagon's rear
greenhouse unchanged. Sorry, sports fans, the high-output SHO model has been dropped.
Obviously, putting together such high-performance variants is a job better left to the likes of the
gearheads at Ford's Special Vehicle Team. Ford positions the Taurus as a safety leader. Now,
we don't mean to downplay the importance of safety, especially in the family-car segment. But
the real story about the Taurus is that Ford has fixed many of the functional things that were
wrong with the previous model -- and safety wasn't one of them. Fact is, there are more than
new parts on the Taurus, which translates into lots of changes in nearly every area of the
vehicle. That -- and the fact that it doesn't look like a big fish anymore -- is what you really need
to know about this car, no matter what Ford's marketing types might say. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership

sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Taurus. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Taurus lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Difficult to tell how much of an improvement Ford's
changes will bring. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Many changes are in store for the Taurus. Styling is the most
obvious, with a new look for both the front and rear. Improved safety comes from a new
airbag-deployment system, adjustable pedals, seatbelt pre-tensioners and child safety-seat
anchors. The ride has been made more comfortable and the powertrain has been updated for
more power and less noise. The V8-powered SHO has been dropped from the lineup. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought this car new in April of Ford had a problem with a
few bad fuel pumps that year, and a few bad brake light switches, each of which were fixed
under warranty during the first six months that I owned it. Since then, this car has been
bulletproof reliable, with no issues until the computer failed. I replaced that. Then, in , vacuum
lines rotted, required replacement. Now it runs perfect yet again. Struts are worn out now, and I
will replace them myself. Front brake rotors also replaced. Car has , miles on it and runs
perfectly with great mpg of about 28 on the hwy. Read less. I bought my wagon used in , with
18, miles on it. It now has over , miles and is my 24 y. With routine maintenance, I've never had
any major failures. Still has the original tranny. AC blows cold. I commuted 35 miles each way
daily for 3 years with no problems. It survived three years of being a primary driver for 2
different high schoolers, and four years as a frat beer hauler. It's been loaded for multiple
college move-ins and move-outs. Even hauled a trailer full of furniture from Mich. Still looks
good, inside and out. Just today, it completed a mile trip without a hitch. It's a great car. I
bought this car in with , miles on it. When I bought it. It was a preferred car at the dealership. So
it got mantenance, pretty often, Change oil every 3, miles, and routine expection every week! In I
changed the spark plugs, plug wires, fuel pump. And resivor. At , miles still runs strong. I oil
change it 6 times a year and change the transmission oil once a year. Also all other fluid in the
car is changed yearly. I have only change the belt 3 times and the water pump twice the power
steering pump once and everything else is great. I added a performance chip and a turbo blower
to the unit and it help my gas mileage while increasing my horse power. See all reviews of the
Used Ford Taurus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Taurus. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is
miles below market average! This vehicle has not been serviced thru our shop and is being sold
As-Is due to age, mileage or condition. For additional details, please contact our sales
department at We use Live Market Pricing to scan over 40, websites to assure you the best
value for your money. Come see why our customers agree, you can "Count on Kelly. Visit us a It
comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. The exterior is a suave toreador red cl. With an unbeatable
4-star crash test rating, this sedan puts safety first. Call today and schedule a test drive! We
have been voted Mankato's 1 place to purchase a New or Used Car since We are the most
positive reviewed dealer in the area. Our mission statement is simple: To be so effective we are
able to be helpful to others. Call or stop by today and see the difference. Just Ask Around. Se
Habla Espanol! Need Financing? Come see what the Finance Specialists can do for you. All
Apps Accepted. This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort to ensure the
data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or vehicle features
may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable
for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Come see this Ford Taurus SE before
it's too late! Thank you for choosing to visit SidDillon. We go the extra mile when you bring your
vehicle in for service by providing free wash and vacuum. Contact our Internet Specialist at for
more information. At Sid Dillon Lincoln you are what drives us. Value Priced below the market
average! Based on the excellent condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this
Ford Taurus is sure to sell fast. Come see this Ford Taurus SE. It has an Automatic
transmission and a Gas V6 3. We look forward to working with you! Look at this Ford Taurus

SE. Call our sales team today at to schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich
Ford in Delavan, IL! Visit us at: E. Taj Auto Mall has over 1, affordable vehicles in stock. We offer
a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else? Our dealership specializes
in providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the Lehigh Valley area. Part of our
promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with unbeatable service. Our goal is
to go above and beyond your expectations. Our Bethlehem dealership has tons of
well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at highly affordable prices. Recent Arrival! So come on
down to our dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through Saturday
from 9 am to 8 pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our number is Make
Taj Auto Mall your first choice for affordable used vehicles. This is a vehicle designated as
wholesale and is scheduled to be run at the auction within 30 days of arrival. In order to
minimize cost, we have not made any inspection, mechanical or cosmetic repairs to this vehicle.
If you would like to view these vehicles, please give us a call to setup an appointment. We will
not finance these vehicles, if you would like to buy one, we recommend cash or to arrange your
own financing. We are not a buy-here pay-here. We recommend having a mechanic of your
choosing to look the vehicle over prior to purchase. This vehicle doesnt qualify for overnight
test drives. The vehicle price is very close to what we believe we will sell it at the auction for
with very little time and paperwork involved. We will not add any agreed upon repairs to the
selling price. It is the customers responsibility to have the vehicle inspected by their mechanic
in order to purchase this vehicle. We would rather you not buy these vehicles than come back
after having bought one expecting us to repair something. You will be disappointed. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Cylinders 4
cylinders 19 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Title issue. New
Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought this car new in April
of Ford had a problem with a few bad fuel pumps that year, and a few bad brake light switches,
each of which were fixed under warranty during the first six months that I owned it. Since then,
this car has been bulletproof reliable, with no issues until the computer failed. I replaced that.
Then, in , vacuum lines rotted, required replacement. Now it runs perfect yet again. Struts are
worn out now, and I will replace them myself. Front brake rotors also replaced. Car has , miles
on it and runs perfectly with great mpg of about 28 on the hwy. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ecm to psc conversion wiring diagram
2011 f150 radio wiring diagram
2009 dodge caliber fuse box
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

